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Smart
Mobility

It is estimated that 80%
of all innovations in the
automotive industry today
are directly or indirectly
enabled by electronics.
With vehicle functionality
improving with every
new model this means
a continuous increase
in the semiconductor
content per car. With over
30 years’ experience in
automotive electronics,
ST is a solid, innovative,
and reliable partner with
whom to build the future of
transportation.
ST’s Smart Mobility
products and solutions
are making driving
safer, greener and more
connected through the
combination of several of
our technologies.

SAFER
Driving is safer thanks to our Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)
products – vision processing, radar, imaging and sensors, as well as our adaptive lighting
systems, user display and monitoring technologies.

GREENER

80 %

of all innovations
in the automotive
industry today
are enabled by
electronics

Driving is greener with our automotive processors for engine management units,
engine management systems, high-efficiency smart power electronics at the heart of all
automotive sub-systems and Silicon Carbide devices for hybrid and electric
vehicle applications.

MORE CONNECTED
And vehicles are more connected using our infotainment-system and telematics
processors and sensors, as well as our radio tuners and amplifiers, positioning
technologies, and secure car-to-car and car-to infrastructure (V2X) connectivity solutions.
ST supports a wide range of automotive applications, from Powertrain for ICE, Chassis
and Safety, Body and Convenience to Telematics and Infotainment, paving the way to the
new era of car electrification, advanced driving systems and secure car connectivity.
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Telematics
and Networking

ST

covers a wide
selection of
telematics and
networking
devices

Connectivity is revolutionizing the vehicles on our roads. Connectivity to the cloud and
cloud-based services benefit occupants but also manufacturers by enabling over-theair software upgrades and predictive maintenance. The increasing count of electronic
control units (ECUs) for safety, engine management, motor control, infotainment all need
to be networked, upgradeable and secure. In-car connectivity for occupants, Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth needs to fit seamlessly with the other networks. Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and
Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communication channels need to be secured and linked with
a telematics gateway.
ST’s product range covers a wide selection of telematics and networking devices from the
most accurate GNSS positioning products to powerful multicore telematics processors
with embedded security modules, from sensors for vehicle acceleration/deceleration
monitoring and crash detection to smart gateways enabling Firmware-over-the-Air
(FOTA) updates.
To provide you with the car connectivity solutions you need, we leverage our extensive
hardware and software expertise and our partnerships with market leaders.
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KEY APPLICATIONS

Vehicle to Everything
(V2X)

Firmware-over-the-Air
(FOTA)

Telematics & Connectivity
Control Unit

Smart
Antenna

Secure Connectivity
Module

Gateway

SOLUTIONS
ST’s key products and solutions for Telematics and Networking applications include:

GNSS

Bluetooth and
Connectivity

Power Management
Telematics & Secure Processors,
32-bit Automotive Microcontrollers

V2X

Sensors

EOS and ESD Protection

HW & SW Development Tools – Sample Kits, Evaluation Kits, Product Selectors

FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/telematics-and-networking
Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X)
Smart Antenna
Secure Connectivity Module

Telematics and Connectivity Control Unit
Firmware Over-the-Air (FOTA)
Gateway
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TELEMATICS AND CONNECTIVITY CONTROL UNIT
Interfacing with a variety of in-vehicle data and control busses and ensuring their security is the key challenge in designing an
automotive telematics unit.
The Connectivity and Networking Control Unit is at the heart of the complex telematics systems present in the today’s vehicle
architectures. It needs to provide all the intra-system connectivity to a number of modules or sub-systems such as wideband
cellular modems and wireless connectivity modules (Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, etc.).
ST has a wide offer that includes application-specific standard products (ASSPs), embedded software and a full range of
cost-optimized scalable system-on-chip (SoC) solutions for telematics control units (TCU) featuring a complete set of standard
interfaces and security solutions.
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VEHICLE-TO-EVERYTHING (V2X)
Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications, collectively referred to as vehicle-to-everything
(V2X), is a wireless technology aimed at enabling data exchanges between a vehicle and its surroundings. V2X technology,
operating at 5.9 GHz, is specifically defined for fast moving objects and enables the establishment of a reliable radio link, even
in non-line-of-sight conditions.
By sharing data, such as their position and speed, to surrounding vehicles and infrastructures, V2X systems improve driver
awareness of upcoming potential dangers and dramatically improve collision avoidance, resulting in heavily reduced fatalities
and injury severity. In addition, the technology will enhance traffic efficiency by providing warnings for upcoming traffic
congestions, proposing alternative routes and ensuring eco-friendly driving, reducing CO2 emissions through adaptive cruise
control and a smarter transportation management.
ST has a long-term partnership with Autotalks – a V2X chipset market pioneer – for the co-development of a Global V2X
solution supporting both DSRC and C-V2X direct communications in a single automotive-qualified chipset, allowing the
shortest time-to-market for a V2X solution that supports both standards.
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SMART ANTENNA
Vehicles today combine an ever increasing number of wireless connectivity and positioning technologies: Wi-Fi, for in-car hotspots, Bluetooth, 3G/LTE cellular, IEEE 802.11 WLAN systems for Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) and GNSS positioning.
Managing the requirements of all the underlying radio links and signal processing requirements are a challenge for system
designers. Smart antenna systems ease the system design issues and ST has a range of products to support them. We offer a
range of leading-edge processors, GNSS receivers, sensors and a complete family of pin-to-pin compatible terrestrial tuners.
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FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/smart-antenna
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FIRMWARE OVER-THE-AIR (FOTA)
Firmware-over-the-Air (FOTA) services enable firmware downloads and updates for any of the specific electronic control units
(ECUs) inside a car. With the number of ECUs in vehicles increasing, sharing diagnostic and operational data from on-board
systems and components can help car makers to reduce recall expenses, increase product quality and operational efficiency,
as well as deliver post-sale vehicle performance and feature enhancements.
Updates need resilience to cyberattacks and cybersecurity is of paramount importance.
We offer a full range of telematics processors, 32-bit microcontrollers and secure elements, ensuring the highest level of
security and helping protect vehicles from malicious attacks.
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FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/firmware-over-the-air
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SECURE CONNECTIVITY MODULE
Connecting vehicles, and their internal networks, to the external world using Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
(V2I) or Vehicle-to- Everything (V2X) communications is the key enabler in creating and delivering mobility services designed to
enhance convenience and safety in order to ultimately provide a better driving experience.
Connected cars, though, are vulnerable to malicious attacks that are either remote, such as unauthorized access through an
external vehicle interface, or local, where a compromised ECU could be used to attack other ECUs through in-car networking.
ST provides advanced solutions from 32-bit microcontrollers with an embedded hardware security module (HSM) for robust
secure solutions with tamper-resistant Secure Elements compliant with the latest security standards and Common Criteria and
EAL5+ level certifications.
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FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/secure-connectivity-module
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RF Transceiver
PLUTON2

AUTOMOTIVE GATEWAY
A gateway is a central hub that securely and reliably interconnects and transfers data across the many different networks found
in vehicles. It provides physical isolation and protocol translation to route signals between functional domains (powertrain,
chassis and safety, body control, infotainment, telematics, ADAS) that share data.
Vehicles are increasingly dependent on electronic control units (ECU) to manage the advanced features that enhance the
driving experience. The gateway controller plays a fundamental role as a communication bridge between the various ECU
networks used by these different applications, managing the exchange of data with external interfaces including CAN (low,
high speed), LIN, ISO-9141, FlexRay, and Ethernet protocols.
To meet the challenge of ensuring the bandwidth, reliability, and ability to integrate the ever increasing number of features and
data, ST offers automotive-grade SPC5 microcontrollers, transceivers as well as power management ICs and secure
element solutions.
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FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/automotive-gateway-telematics
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Key
Technologies
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT AND
MANUFACTURING
To keep its technology edge, ST maintains a strong
commitment to innovation, with approximately
7,400 people working in R&D and product design
and spending about 16% of its revenue in R&D.
Among the industry’s global technology leaders,
ST owns and continuously refreshes a substantial
patent library (~17,000 patents; ~9,500 patent
families and ~500 new patent filings per year).
The Company draws on a rich pool of chipmanufacturing technologies, including advanced
FD-SOI (Fully Depleted Silicon-on-Insulator) CMOS
(Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor),
differentiated Imaging technologies, RF-SOI (RF
Silicon-On-Insulator), BiCMOS, BCD (Bipolar,
CMOS, DMOS), Silicon Carbide, VIPower™,
and MEMS technologies.
ST believes in the benefits of owning manufacturing
facilities and operating them in close proximity to its
R&D operations.
ST has a worldwide network of front-end (wafer
fabrication) and back-end (assembly and test and
packaging) plants. ST’s principal wafer fabs are
located in Agrate Brianza and Catania (Italy), Crolles,
Rousset, and Tours (France), and in Singapore.
These are complemented by assembly-and-test
facilities located in China, Malaysia, Malta, Morocco,
the Philippines, and Singapore.
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KEY TECHNOLOGIES FOR
AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS
Silicon Carbide
Silicon Carbide (SiC) is a wide bandgap material,
with many advantages compared to silicon in the
field of power electronics. Operating temperatures
are higher, heat dissipation is improved and
switching and conduction losses are lower making
it an ideal technology for vehicle electrification.
Silicon Carbide based traction inverters can increase
electric vehicle range and SiC based chargers
reduce the charge time.
ST produces the automotive-grade SiC power
devices, in a dedicated 6” front-end wafer fab,
that are becoming the key enabler in the automotive
industry for vehicle electrification.

VIPower™
VIPower™ is a technology developed by ST and
in production since 1991. Vertical Intelligent Power
technologies provide control, protection and
diagnostics for medium/high power automotive
loads. The technology combines Vertical Double
Diffused MOS Power devices with their own
temperature and current sensors and CMOS and HV
components for Power-Analog- Mixed design.
VIPower™ technology will play a key role in the
move towards electric vehicles. The smart 48 V
Networks used in Mild and Full Hybrid cars require
intelligent power switches to drive high-and
lowsided loads and electric motors, with very
low losses and high current sense accuracy,
all monitored via the connections to the ECUs
microcontroller.

BCD (BIPOLAR-CMOS-DMOS)

TRANSIL™

BCD (BIPOLAR-CMOS-DMOS) is a key technology
for power ICs. BCD combines the strengths of
three different process technologies onto a single
chip: Bipolar for precise analog functions, CMOS
(Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) for
digital design and DMOS (Double Diffused Metal
Oxide Semiconductor) for power and high-voltage
elements.

TRANSIL™ is a key planar technology for
Automotive TVS series designed to protect
automotive sensitive circuits against surges
as defined in ISO 7637-2 and ISO 16750 tests
A and B also called load-dump (battery lines),
ISO7637-3 (data lines) and ESD as defined in ISO
10605. Protection is also provided against other
perturbations generated by elements like ignition,
relay contacts, alternators, injectors, SMPS, etc.

This combination of technologies brings many
advantages: Improved reliability, reduced
electromagnetic interference and smaller chip area.
BCD has been widely adopted and continuously
improved to address a broad range of products and
applications in the fields of power management,
analog data acquisition and power actuators. For
EV charging BCD is ideal for battery management
systems.

1200V AEC-Q101 qualified technologies
for EV charging
High voltage rectifier and thyristor technologies
are the keys to develop robust, immune AC line
connected systems exhibiting high power density.
ST has developed a set of automotive grade
technologies for full rectification functions in the
low frequency (AC line) or high frequency ranges
(DC-DC conversion). AEC Q101 qualified, this
rectifier diode and thyristor series are available to
design robust converters compatible most stringent
electromagnetic norms such as burst or surge
voltages.

This technology is compatible with high-end
circuits where low leakage current and high junction
temperatures are required to provide reliability and
stability over time.

STPOWER
Leading-edge power technologies for both highand low-voltage applications combined with a
full package range and innovative die bonding
technologies exemplify ST’s innovation in power
transistors of the STPOWER™ family.
ST offers a wide portfolio of power MOSFETs
ranging from -100 to 1700 V, IGBTs with breakdown
voltages ranging from 300 to 1250 V and power
bipolar transistors ranging from 15 to 1700 V.
Improved thermal design of ST’s power electronics
systems, and our silicon-carbide (SiC) MOSFETs
ensure automotive robustness with the industry’s
highest temperature rating of 200 °C.
Our extensive STPOWER™ product portfolio
combined with state-of-the-art packaging and
protection solutions enable designers to create
products with high reliability, efficiency and safety.
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Development
Tools
PRODUCT SELECTORS, SAMPLES,
EVALUATION BOARDS
ST provides a set of Smart Selectors tuned to
the needs of the Automotive Industry. Once the
appropriate products have been selected, a
wide range of samples and evaluation boards
are available to help you get started and reduce
your development times. In addition to boards,
ST provides schematics, BOM and Gerber files to
facilitate your hardware design and demonstration
software packages are available too.

Product Selectors
Rapidly find the most relevant automotive products
for your designs.

Evaluation Boards
ST evaluation boards help you evaluate the features
and performance of selected products and system
solutions that demonstrate optimized and tested
solutions for your application design.

SPC5 AUTOMOTIVE MCU EVALUATION TOOLS:
EASIER EVALUATION AND FASTER
DEVELOPMENT
A complete range of hardware evaluation and emulation tools
supports the SPC5 family of automotive microcontrollers. Discovery
and Premium development boards are available to support your
development from preliminary evaluation through to advanced solution
development.
ST Discovery boards, available for each product line, enable a
quick and easy way to evaluate the microcontroller’s main features.
The expansion connector makes it easy to plug in application and
extension modules for rapid prototyping.
ST Premium boards, available for all lines and packages, provide user
access to the device’s complete feature set and functionalities for
advanced development. The SPC5 motherboards, used in combination
with adapters, enable full access to all of the MCU’s signals and
peripherals (such as CAN, SPI, LIN, FlexRAY and Ethernet).
The offer is complemented by a series of emulation solutions for highspeed tracing, monitoring and bypassing.
A full range of state-of-the-art tools and software from major
third parties is also available for the SPC5 family of automotive
microcontrollers.

SPC5 MCUs TOOLCHAIN
Discovery kits

Premium boards

Quick starter kit for early evaluation

Complete HW solutions for
advanced development

ST Discovery boards enable the user for
a quick evaluation of main device features

SPC5Studio

Embedded Software & AUTOSAR solutions

Freeware Eclipse based Development Studio

Drivers and Software Libraries

SPC5Studio integrates our Resources Configurator,
Code Generator supporting major third party tools
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ST Premium boards ensure full access to device’s
features and functionalities

Crypto and flash SW Libraries Core & Instruction
Self test Libraries AUTOSAR MCAL

MODULAR TELEMATICS PLATFORM (MTP): OPEN DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM FOR
SECURE CAR-CONNECTIVITY APPLICATIONS
ST’s Modular Telematics Platform (MTP) provides an open development environment for prototyping advanced Smart
Driving applications, particularly those requiring secured vehicle connectivity to back-end servers, cloud services or road
infrastructure. Its main central computing module is based on the Telemaco3P, the industry’s first automotive processor
to include a dedicated Hardware Security Module (HSM) providing state-of-the-art on-chip security, authentication, and
cryptography. MTP also offers a comprehensive set of automotive-connectivity devices both on the board and in plug-in
modules, ensuring development flexibility and extensibility.
MTP integrates ST’s automotive-grade multi-constellation GNSS Teseo IC with dead-reckoning sensors, while an optional
on-board ST33 Secure Element is available to further enhance the secure storage capability of the platform. MTP supports
automotive buses including CAN, FlexRay, and BroadRReach® (100Base-T1). Moreover, optional Bluetooth™ low energy,
Wi-Fi, and LTE modules offer access to wireless networks.
Designed for advanced automotive telematics use cases including remote diagnostics and secure Electronic-Control-Unit
(ECU) Firmware-over-the- Air (FOTA) updating, the MTP includes extension connectors for V2X and precise positioning
modules too.
On top of this extensive hardware offering, the MTP Quick Start Package and the Board Support Package (BSP) based on
open source Linux, FreeRTOS, and Yocto complete the package to enable agile solution prototyping.

FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/auto-sp5-mcu-evaltools
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A VIABLE, SIMPLE, LOW-COST TOOL FOR AUTOMOTIVE
APPLICATION ENGINEERS
A new development flow and toolset dedicated to the Automotive & Transportation
market delivering to engineers the best and easiest way for quick evaluation and rapid
prototyping in a common, integrated and flexible environment supporting complete
ECU-like development.
AutoDevKit is an Eclipse plugin running under SPC5Studio Integrated
Development Environment.

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Focus in developing your application without bothering about
hardware and software implementation details.
• Assemble and re-assemble hardware and software components
without compatibility issues.
• Expand and customize your application adding new components,
scaling your microcontroller for cost optimization, changing the
compiler, adding a real-time operating system and other Eclipse
compatible plug-ins.

AEK MCU
Discovery
and Functional
Boards
AEKD System
Solution
Demonstrators

STSW Embedded
Software
Find out more at www.st.com/autodevkit
Software download www.st.com/autodevkitsw
Join our Community at https://community.st.com/autodevkit

For more information on ST products and solutions, visit www.st.com
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